Estimating population size when duplicates are present.
Each of K mental health programmes reports the number of patients served in a year. The sum of these numbers, y, is an overcount because some patients are seen in more than one programme. Health care planners need to know the unduplicated number served by the mental health system. Thus, there is an unknown number, M, of distinct individuals who appear on one or more of K lists; some appear on multiple lists and the duplicates are not readily identifiable. Let X be the number of lists on which a randomly selected individual appears. When E(X) is known, y/E(X) is the natural estimator of M. We assume that we know the number of programmes, Xi, used by the ith individual in a random sample of recipients of service. Here, the intuitive estimator, Y/X has desirable statistical properties. We give confidence interval estimators for M. We apply the method to estimate the number of individuals served in 1991 by the mental health programmes in New York State.